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X . P11JK06, T. J(o6pea, T. MapuHoa- l!JuJuKo-zeo/IOZU'IecKafl MoOe/1& u meKmOHU'IecKM o6ycAo«AeHHocm& lia
pymull-liyuHoacKoii MaZMamozeHHoii cmpyKmyp&z. C,!J,eJJaHa AeTarrhHall xapaKTepliCTHKa IIJJOTHOCTH ll MarHHT
HOil: BOCIIPHIIM'fHBOCTH IIOPOA H IIpOBe,lleHO pal\OHIIpOBaH!Ie rpaBJITali.HOffHOfO IIOJJll. C,lleJJaHa IIOIIpaBKa Ha 
peJibel!> (.110 200 KM) o6be,mmemlOrO IIOJJll CHJibl TlllKeCTH (aiiOMaiDfll Iiyre). WlfyeprrpeTali.Hll reO!I>HJK'I'eCKHX 
,!l,aH!lbiX H HaJIII'IHall reOJIOrH'IeCKaJI HHli>opMaUIIll CYMMHpOBaHbi B HeCKOJibKIIX l!>HJHKO-reOJIOflt'leCKHX MO,!I,e
JlliX HeKOTOpOli: CJIOlKHOl!: IIJIYTOHH'IecKOl\ CTPYKTYPhi, 

Jl.a;po CTPYKTYPbi JaHliTO Iiapyr!IH-Iiyl\HoscKHMII rpaHHTOH.llaMH, KOTOphie cnara10T cpasHHTe!lhHO rrno
CKoe CTparnli>opMHoe Teno. Ero MaKCHMaJibHall TOJIU!HHa He npeBhiWaeT 4-5 KM, a OTHOWeHHe TOJlmmD>i K 
lli.HPHHe H .liJIHHe pasHo rrpH6JIHJKTeJJhHO 1 :4,5:9. Cesepo-Jana,!I,Hbie K cesepo-BocTO'IHbie 'laCTK CTPYKTYPhi 
rrepeKphiTht sy!lKaHo-ocaAO'IHhiMH rropOJiaMH AocnaTCKO-AeBHHCKoro rpa6eHa H CMOJiliHCKoro rroHHJKeHKll, 
MOUIHOCTH IIOpli,!J,Ka 1000 M. 

Abstract. A detailed characteristics of the density and magnetic succeptibility of the rocks is made, and 
the gravity field is subdivided. The united gravity field in Bouguer anomaly is corrected for the relief (up to 
200 km). The interpretation of the geophysical data and of the existing geological information is summarized 
in several physico-geological models for a complex structure. 

The core of the structure is built by the Barutin-Bujnovo granitoid body which represents a relatively 
flat stratiform pluton. The biggest thickness is about 4-5 km, and the ratios thickness : width: length are appro
ximately I :4.5:9. The northwestern and northeastern parts of the structure are covered by the volcano-sedimen
tary deposits of the Dospat-Devin graben and the Smolyan depression. Their thickness is about 1000 m. 

Introduction 

The special position of the Barutin-Bujnovo magmatogenic structure controlled its almost 
independent study on the territory of Bulgaria (its northern parts), and of Greece (southern 
parts of the structure) as well as a comparatively restricted interest towards its geology. 
Most of the investigations are on a large scale being not specialized (K o s s m a t, 1924; 
M a k r i s, 1977; Jacob shag en et al., 1987; Pap ani k o I au & Pan ago
p o u 1 o s, 1981; Ria z k o v & Do b rev, 1989; .6 o .ll .D. X< He B, 1960; Be p r H JI o B 

et al., 1963; .n; o 6 p e B & P x 3 K o B et al., 1984; ~p a H o B, 1940, 1960). More 
details are present in some of the publications on the Bulgarian territory (K a Me H o B 

et aJ., 1974; M a pH H 0 B, 1972, 1973, 1975, 1976; Map H H 0 B & C T 0 H H 0 B, 1976). 
As visible from the publication of S o l d a to s & C h r i s to f i d e s (1986), such 
investigations have been performed also in Greece but most of them are unknown to the 
present authors. 

The geological and geophysical studies have been made on different scales and with 
different methods and accuracy which would present a number of difficulties for the more 
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accurate solution of the problem of establishing a physico-geological model and the tecto
nic control of the Barutin-Bujnovo magmatogenic structure. The information available 
give grounds to estimate with a better accuracy and reliability the interpretation results 
presented, as well as the conclusion about the nature, structural features and tectonic po
sition of the northern parts of this positive structure on the territory of Bulgaria. 

Principal features of the petrophysical characteristics of the rocks 

The geologic structure of the Barutin-Bujnovo pluton and its mantle are dominated by the 
Proterozoic (?) metamorphic formations, the granitoids intruding them, as well as vol
canic rocks of Paleogene age (fig. 1). The sedimentary rocks occur locally and crop out 
in narrow grabens and depressions situated along the periphery of the granitoid massifs. 

The metamorphic rocks may be grouped into two "formations" (tectonostratigraphic 
units), and namely: varied formation (mainly biotite gneisses interlayered by two-mica 
gneisses and amphipbolites) and marble formation (Be p r H JI o B et a!., 1963; 1i o j{ .n:
)1( He s, 1962; Map H H o s, 1972; Pap ani k o I a o u & Pan ago p o u I o s, 1981). 
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Fig. l. Geological sketch map (modified by the authors, after Map u HoB (1976) and Pap ani k o I a o u 
&Panagopoulos (1981) 
1 - sedimentary rocks : 2- volcanic rocks; 3 - medium- to fine-grained granitoids; 4 - coarse-grained 
granitoids; 5 -marbles; 6- schists and gneisses; 7 - faults; 8 - thrusts and upthrusts; 9- isopachs 
for the thickness of the volcanic and sedimentary formation; 10 - profile line 
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Fig. 2. Generalized petrophysical column for the rocks of the area of the Barutin-Bujnovo magmatogenic 
structure 
1- sandstones; 2 - gravel sandstones; 3 - conglomerates; 4 - tuffites; 5 - rhyolites; 6 - medium
to fine-grained granitoids; 7- coarse-grained granitoids; 8- marbles; 9- muscovite gneisses; 10 - mus
covite-biotite gneisses; 11 - biotite gneisses; 12 - amphibolites 

The highest density characterizes the amphibolites (2.93 g em - 3), and the lowest one, the 
muscovite gneisses (2.64 g cm-3) (fig. 2). 

The igneous rocks are represented by the granitoids of the Barutin-Bujnovo (Elatia) 
and Paranesti plutons (6 o }{ .u: )K He B, 1960; Map 'H HoB, 1976; So Ida to s & 
C h r i s to f i de s, 1981). They can be subdivided into two groups: coarse-grained gra
nitoids, and medium- to fine-grained granitoids. This distinction is also confirmed by the 
physical characteristics: the coarse-grained varieties are considerably denser (2.67 gem - 3) 

and possess higher magnetic succeptibility (fig. 2). 
Sedimentary and volcanic rocks of Oligocene, Pliocene and Quaternary age are situa

ted unconformably over the metamorphics and granitoids (R p a HoB, 1960; Map li
H o B, 1973; P }{ 3 K o B et al., 1984). The rhyolites possess higher values of the physi
cal parameters until the sandstones have comparatively low values (fig. 2). The lowest den
sity characterizes the Neogene sandstones (2.30 g cm-3

). 

The regularities described in the changes of the physical parameters of the rocks 
have probably a regional character, i. e. can be extrapolated also for the southern (Greek) 
part of the area studied. 

A generalized petrophysical column (fig. 2) has been constructed for to obtain a better 
idea about the features of the petrophysical section defined by the complex alternation and 
transitions with different thicknesses of the rock varieties mentioned. The principal geo
metric parameters considered are the thickness and the degree of exposure. The column 
represents a kind of a geological density model for the area of the structure studied. 
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The most outstanding density boundary in the section divides the sedimentary-volca
nogenic rocks and their granitoid-metamorphic basement (fig. 2). The density contrast 
changes from 0.2 g cm-3 to 0.47 g cm-3, and would obviously form on the gravity field 
intense, narrow and dispersed zones of increased horizontal gradient. Thus, the gravity field 
possesses locally a mosaic outlook. 

The density boundary between the granitoids and the metamorphics is not so repre
sentative, and possesses a complicated character. It changes from 0.03 g cm-3 to 0.12 g 
cm-3 with a most probable mean value of ca. 0.1 g cm-3 . Therefore, this density boun- ; 
dary will be expressed on the gravity field by a broad zone of increased gradient, in some 
extreme cases, to an unclear line dividing fields with different character, in others. 

The highest values of magnetic succeptibility (x) are characteristic for the rhyolites and 
amphibolites (up to 250.4ni0- 6). The other rock varieties possess mean values about 20.4n 
I0- 6 (fig. 2) with a low dispersion. Therefore, the magnetic field cannot yield a very exten
sive amount of information except for the well outlined positive anomalies which would 
mark the areas built up by rhyolites and amphibolites. 

Main characteristics of the gravity field within the Barutin-Bujnovo ma
gmatogenic structure 

The gravity materials available for the northern and southern parts respectively, of the 
Barutin-Bujnovo magmatogenic structure are on different scales. The map on Bulgarian 
territory is on the scale 1:100 000 to 1:200 000 (.Ll: o 6 p e B & PH 3 K o B, 1986), and for 
the Greek terriotory it is I :750 000 (M a k r i s, 1977). The two maps have been care
fully juxtaposed and unified with the aim to avoid the artificial appearance of boundary 
linear anomalies. The united gravity sketch has a relief correction of up to 200 km. 

The area is characterized by a broad negative gravity anomaly. It is open to the north
west being also considerably elongated in that direction (fig. 3). This generally negative 
element is divided by the Nevrokop-Xanthi first-order gravity step (LN) into two parts: 
relatively positive southwestern part, and relatively negative north-northwestern part. 
The first-order Nevrokop-Xanthi step has an intensity of 1-2 mGalfkm and is elongated 
in WNW direction. It traces an important thrust structure between these two towns (P a
p a n i k o 1 a o u & P a n a go p o u 1 o s, 1981). It is also a part of the Lebnica-Nevro
kop zone of increased horizontal gradient which limits the West-Rhodope megablock to 
the southwest (Ria z k o v & Do b rev, 1989). 

The gravity field is patchy and with a complicated configuration northeast of the 
Nevrokop-Xanthi step. It is divided (fig. 3) in six blocks by a system of longitudinal and 
transversal zones of increased horizontal gradient (of Dospat, Lebnica, Slasten, Pefki and 
Smolyan) as well as by separation lines of lower importance. The biggest in area and 
intensity is the Barutin-Bujnovo block (BB). Its northwestern part coincides with an in
tense negative anomaly with an almost regular circular shape (Dospat anomaly- DS) 
which has obviously a volcano-sedimentary character. It is the southwestern element of the 
Dospat-Devin gravity minimum which traces the boundaries, shape and areal distribution 
of the Dospat-Devin graben structure (PH 3 K o B et a!., 1984). Three minima are. traced 
to the southeast. They are of lower intensity, and are united by a common contour line 
in a single negative element (fig. 3). A part of this element covers the outcrops of the 
Barutin-Bujnovo pluton but the most intense parts are situated to the east over areas 
occupied by marbles and isolated granitoid bodies. These features relate the minimum to 
granitoid bodies, and give grounds to suppose that the eastern and thickest parts of the 
pluton are not exposed at the Earth surface. 

The Elatia block (fig. 3, EL) is situated southwest of the Barutin-Bujnovo block (BB) 
and separated by the Dospat intense zone of increased gradient. Here, the granitic mas
ses from the southwestern parts of the Barutin-Bujnovo pluton coincide with a slight lo-
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Fig. 3. Sketch for the principal elements of the gravity field for the area of the Barutin-Bujnovo magmatogenic 
structure · 
1- first-order block-separating density steps: LN - Nevrokop-Xanthi, M - Mesta; 2 - first-order inter
block density steps: D - Dospat, DC - Doxaton, K - Kamenica, L - Li ~ieevo, PF - Pefki, SK - Stoy
kite, SK - Sarnica - Ravnogor, V - Viiea; 3 - inter-block density steps; 4 - intense density minima 
with sedimentary-volcanogenic character: Ds - Dospat, DR - Drama; 5 - relative minima (a) and maxima 
(b) with sedimentary-volcanogenic character : SM - Smolyan Group; 6- intense density blocks with grani
tic character: BB - Barutin-Bujnovo, WP - West Rhodope; 7 - minima with granitic character : PR - Pa
ranesti, EL - Elatia; 8 - positive density blocks: AN - Andriani, PT- Petrusa, RZ - Rudozem, SHL
Siroka luka, ST - Satovca 

cal minimum which is open to northeast. The poor presentation of this negative anomaly 
may be due to a lower informativity of the gravity field (M a k r i s, 1977) and probab
ly also to a lower den sity contrast. It is obviously due to the granitoids, and the cor
responding light masses probably possess a considerably lesser thickness in comparison 
to the neighbour block s. 

Another (Paranesti - PR) well outlined gravity minimum of granitic character is 
localized in the southeastern parts of the area studied, and is separated by the Potami 
(PT) gravity transition step (fig. 3). It covers several granitoid bodies which join in depth 
forming the Paranesti pluton. 

The Smolyan negative density blcck (SM) is controlled by the sedimentary and vol
canic rocks (fig. 3). The corresponding depression has a considerably more complex in
t!!rnal structure in comparison to the similar Dospat-Devin (DS) structure situated also 
at the periphery of the Barutin-Bujnovo pluton. 

The other three density blocks (Satovca, Siroka-luka and Rudozem) are situated next 
to the two already described negative structures (Dospat-Devin and Smolyan, fig. 4). They 
form an arc-shaped heterogeneous belt which restricts the areal position and the evolu
tion of the Barutin-Bujnovo dome-shaped magmatogenic structure. They are positive ele
ments which cover di st ributivn areas of the two metamorphic formations. 

Southwest of the Nevrukop-Xanthi first-order zone of increased horizontal gradient, 
the field has a positive character. Three elements (the positive Petrusa- PT, and Adria-
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Fig. 4. Geological-geophysical profiles 
1 - sediments; 2 - sedimentary-volcanic formations; 3- marble formation (upper thrust sheet); 4 - va
ried gneiss formation (middle thrust sheet); 5 -varied marble formation (lower thrust sheet); 6 - firsi-or
der shear plane; 7- shear plane; 8- shear sense (movement direction) on the shear Plane; 9- gravity 
field (1 -observed, 2 - regional background); 10- remnant gravity field (3 - observed, 4- theoretically 
computed); 11 - horizontal gradient of the gravity force 

ni- AN, and the negative Drama - DR, elements) are distinguished, being separated 
by the Doxaton (DC) intense gravity step and the Mesta (M) first-order step (fig. 3). 

The principal geophysical conclusions from this brief description of the gravity field 
elements can be summarized as follows: 

The Barutin-Bujnovo magmatogenic structure and its principal elements are develo
t>ed northeast of the Nevrokop-Xanthi zone of increased horizontal gradient. The latter 
is traced, according to the geological data, by a structural elements (thrust) dipping ca. 30-
700 to the northeast. Its northwestern and northeastern peripheral parts are consi
derably complicated by vast intense (Dospat) or very local and elongated (Smolyan) ne
gative gravity elements with a proven sedimentary-volcanogenic character (fig. 4). 

The granitoids are probably situated at the greatest depth in the northeastern peri
phery of the pluton where they are beneath marbles and sedimentary-volcanogenic for
mations. The general characteristics of the intensity of the gravity anomalies above the 
Barutin-Bujnovo pluton gives grounds to admit that it is inclined to the northwest towards 
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the Dospat-Devin graben, and to the northeast towards the Smolyan depression. This 
supposition is also supported by the northwest plunge (with an angle of about 10°) of 
the recon structed structural axis of the pluton (Map H H o s, 1976). 

Generalized physico-geological model of the Barutin-Bujnovo magmatoge
nic structure 

The petrophysical characteristics of the rocks, the correlation links between the elements 
of the gravity field observed, and the geological evidence show that several physico-geolo
gical models about a single complicated volcano-plutonic structure may characterize the 
territory of the Barutin-Bujnovo magmatogenic structure and its periphery. The tenden
cies of its longitudinal development and orientation give us grounds to suppose that the 
Nevrokop-Xanthi fault zone played a controlling part in the formation and morphologi
cal features of the structure. Three models characterize the granitoid core of the struc
ture (Barutin-Bujnovo pluton) and two types of graben depressions, and namely: I) Dos
pat-Devin, Smolyan; 2) Borino-Te5el, Cala etc. A set of geological-geophysical sections has 
been constructed, and quantitative estimations following the methods described by P sr 3-

K o B et al. (1984) have been made for to elucidate the composing gevlogtcal-geophy sJcal 
structural elements, and to perform the typization of the models. 

The Barutin-Bujnovo pluton is a very inhomogeneous granitoid body, both in res
pect to its physical and petrographic features. It has a tabular shape, with ratios between 
thicknes s, width and length I :4.5 :9, respectively (fig. 4, 5). The geometric parameters ob
tained defined the pluton as similar to the chonoliths. The elongation of the body is in a 
southeastern direction (ca. 137°). It is disrupted in several blocks by a set of transversal 
faults (mainly left-lateral strike-slip faults with a normal-fault constituent) striking 35-40°. 
The blocks have different hypsometric levels (figs. 4a, b). 

The longitudinal faults are not so well repre sented. The best repre sented is the Dospat 
fault (D) which has a right-lateral character and a strike of 140-150°. The block situated to 
the south of the Do spat fault was more intensely uplifted, the granitic rocks in it were more 
intensely eroded, and their thickness was reduced to about 2 km (figs. 4a, b). 

EJ . . t 

Fig. 5. Generalized geological sketch map -for the area of the Barutin-Bujnovo magmatogenic structure and 
its periphery 
1 - sediments; 2 - sedimentary-volcanogenic formations; 3 - 4 - autochthons: 3 - northern auto
chthon, 4 - southern a utochthon; 5-6 - allochthons: 5- remnants from the Middle-Rhodope thrust 
sheet, 6 - South-Rhodope thrust sheet (a- metamorphics, b - granitoids); 7 - boundary (contacts) of the 
granitoid bodies; 8- thrust contact 
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The pluton is limited to the northeast most probably by the Lesicevo longitudinal fault 
(L) which played probably during its formation the role of barrier (fig. 4a). This fault has 
a relatively low-angle fault plane similarly to the Dospat fault. 

The Barutin-Bujnovo pluton was emplaced entirely amongst the metamorphics. Their 
lowest levels crop out at the west and south until the higher levels are exposed to the east 
and north. The crystallization schistosity in the marbles in the northeastern limb dips at 
about 40-45° to northeast (M a p H H o a, 1976). In the metamorphics, in immediate vici
nity to the intrusive contact, a well-expressed lineation after the minor folds has been ob
served. This is a proof for the complex dynamics of intrusion of the granitoid magma, as 
well as for the simultaneous formation and development of the structure of the pluton and 
the host rocks. It may be concluded that this was a layered complex whose temporal and 
spatial evolution followed the laws of development of layered media. 

The interpretation results, and the earlier studies by these authors permit to synthe
size also the models of development of the principal graben structures and depression 
sectors in the area. 

The peripheral Dospat volcanic center formed probably during the Eocene and Oli
gocene (P x 3 K o B, eta!., 1984) is situated in the northwestern slopes of the Barutin-Buj
novo granite pluton. A typical caldera has been formed later on, controlled by a complex 
structural plan. The caldera had an elevated periphery and traced along the latter satellite 
extrusive bodie s. The maximum thickness of the cover is of the order of up to 800-1000 m 
(figs. 1, 4b ). 

The northeastern slopes of the granitoid body are covered by the sedimentary-vol
canic formations of the western parts of the Smolyan depression. It was set up and filled in 
during the Priabonian and the Oligocene (C T e <P a HoB eta!., 1974). The rhyolite flows cover 
marble basement, as well as Priabonian and Oligocene sedimentary rocks (M o c K o B c K H 

& H BaH o B, 1980). The thickness of the cover reaches up to 800 m (figs. I, 4). The sur
face of the basement is uneven and forms a row of local elements which have different hyp
sometric levels. 

Graben structures filled in by thin sediments have been formed along the length of the 
normal fault sets, and most of all, at the vertex of the rhegmatic wedges formed. Most of 
them are not reflected on the gravity survey due to the scale of the latter. Such are the Bo
rino-Tesel, Cala, and Jagodina Oligocene grabens and the Tesovo Quaternary graben (M a
pH HoB, 1973). It is interesting to be noted that they are situated a lmo st in the midst of 
the area, in the thickest part of the granitoids and at their boundary with the marbles. Ac
cording to some authors (H Ia a HoB eta!., 1979; MocK o B c K H & H BaH o B, 1980), 
the marbles built up allochthonous sheets thrust over the autochthonous granitoids and 
biotite gneisses towards west and southwest, and hurried under the Priaboanian and Oli
gocene sediments at the east. 

Conclusions 

The physico-geological modelling and the interpretations and generalizations made for the 
territory of the Barutin-Bujnovo magmatogenic structure make possible to di stinguish and 
specify the principal structures: the Barutin-Bujnovo pluton, two volcano-sedimentary 
peripheral structural depressions, and several local sedimentation graben structures in th~ 
central parts of the pluton. 

The Barutin-Bujnovo pluton is a platy chonolithic body elongated to southeast whose 
dimensions are characterized by the ratios thickness :width :length of about I :4.5:9. 
The body is emplaced amongst metamorphic rocks belonging to two "formations" (tecto
nostratigraphic units). The upper unit consists mainly of marbles and has probably an al
lochthonous character, and the lower one is mainly of varied gneissic composition. A si
milar formation is thrusted by the granite body with southern vergence on the Greek ter
ritory. The chonolith is inclined to the northwest and northeast where its thickest parts 
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(4 km) appear. The northwestern and northeastern parts of the pluton are covered by Pria
bonian - Oligocene sedimentary-volcanogenic depo sits which form the Dospat caldera 
and the Smolyan depression. 

Two fault sets (northeast 35-45° and northwest) a re the mo st significant for the struc
tural character of the a rea. The fault s of the fir st set a re mainly left-lateral steep wrench 
faults until the second are of a considerably lower angle and visible thrusting. Among the 
latter, most important a re the fir st-order Nevrokop-Xanthi fault zone, and the second
order Dospat and Lesicevo faults. 

Three tectonostratigraphic units (sheets) can be distinguished in the area (fig. 5). 
The uppermo st sheet consists of marbles, with some packets of mica schists, gneisses 

and amphibolites. It can be considered as a fragment of the Mid-Rhodopean overthrust 
(51 p a HoB, 1960; l1 BaH o B et al. , 1979). The outcrops observed in the area probably 
repre sent relic s from this sheet. They cover the granitoids, and a re hurried under the se
dimentary-volcanogenic rocks of the Smolyan depre ssion. It must be noted that the fron
tal part of the thru st sheet is strongly di srupted In some localitie s, and the relatively broad 
and deep fracture s are filled in by Quaternary sediments. 

The middle sheet is built up mainly of biotite gnei sses with intrusions of flat grani
toid bodies as e. g. the Ba rutin-Bujnovo, Drjanovo and Paranesti plutons (fig. 5). This 
varied formation is well outlined both on Bulgarian and on Greek territory. It is situated 
northeast of the Nevrokop-Xanthi first-order thru st line, and dips NEat 30-70°. The main 
structural elements in thi s tectonic unit strike northeast (fig. 3) as e. g. the Dospat and 
Lesicevo faults, the axis of the Barutin-Bujnovo pluton, etc. 

The lower sheet is represented by marble s. Comparatively thin packets of mica and 
hornblende schi sts are included among them in isoclinal fold s (P a p a n i k o I a o u & 
Pan ago p o u I o s, 1981). This sheet has an authochthonous character in respect to 
the other two units . 
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